Heritage NSW
State Heritage Register Nomination Form
The State Heritage Register is a statutory list that provides legal protection for the conservation and
management of state significant heritage places and objects. Anyone can nominate a significant place
or object for potential listing on the NSW State Heritage Register.
Before completing this form: refer to the Heritage NSW website and Guidelines for Nominations to the
State Heritage Register to check whether a nomination is appropriate. You should only nominate an item
or place you believe to be important for New South Wales, not just locally. This is because only items or
places that meet the criteria of state heritage significance are eligible for listing on the Register.
When completing the form, please make sure all the mandatory questions have been answered, as
indicated with an asterisk (*). Incomplete forms or forms with insufficient information may not be
accepted. Lodging a nomination form does not signify that a nomination is accepted and under
assessment.
Additionally, you should check the State Heritage Inventory database or contact us to confirm whether
the item may already be under assessment for nomination.

A. Nominated place
1. Name
Name of item or place*
Other or former names

Kameruka Golf Course
A portion of the Kameruka Estate

2. Location
At least one of these three location details must be provided.
For a moveable heritage object, enter its principal location, including street number, street
name, suburb or town and postcode. If the item or place has no street number, provide land
parcels, including lot numbers, section numbers and DP number. If it has no land parcels,
provide coordinates and a map.
Street address*

West Kameruka Road, Kameruka, NSW 2550

Alternate street address
Local Government Area*

Bega Valley Shire Council

Land parcel*
Lot number

Section number

Part

DP number

DP 1064610

DP number

DP 1066036

(if applicable)
Lot number

Section number

Part

(if applicable)
Lot number

Section number

DP number

(if applicable)
Coordinates
Latitude

Longitude

Datum
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3. Map of nominated place
Map of enclosed area*

Source of map or plan*

Source: https://maps.six.nsw.gov.au

Boundary description*

Lot 1 is the Main paddock with golf holes on the west side of the Candelo Creek:
DP 1066036 (the lot title for the main Kameruka Estate);
Lot 2 is the land between the road and Candelo Creek (Clubhouse and first hole
tees): DP 1064610.
The two lots form the Kameruka Golf Course.

4. Ownership
Name of owner(s)*

BARRY MOFFITT

Business/Organisation (if
applicable)

Kameruka Estate Propertry and Candelo business

Address

Kameruka Street Candelo NSW 2550

Phone

02 6493 2609

Email
Ownership explanation, if
known

The 'Society of Kameruka Golfers' propose to lease the Kameruka Golf
Course portion of the Kameruka Estate from the property owners.
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B. Significance
5. Why is it important for New South Wales?
Its recommended that you read and use Assessing heritage significance as a guide before
completing this section.
The Kameruka Golf Course has clear connections with the Kameruka
Statement of heritage significance*
Estate and its original ‘village buildings’. The golf course is primarily
significant as the oldest golf course in its original design layout in
NSW and Australia. Its original design form remains undisturbed
from its completion in 1915. It is the only example of a complete golf
course in the ‘Penal Golf’ architecture style in NSW and in Australia
generally. Additionally it is one of a handful of such golf courses
existing around the world The golf course also has strong
associations with the eminent Scottish golf architect Laurie
Auchterlonie, and its builder the English professional Ernest Banks.
The owner of the Kameruka Estate, Sir Robert Lucas Lucas-Tooth,
had commissioned the golf course and an adjoining hostel/bungalow
in 1913 in keeping with such grand British golf ventures as
Gleneagles in Scotland The golf course is an important benchmark or
reference site of early C20th golf courses, as it is the only course in
NSW and Australia, which has retained its original configuration and
its original archaeology.
In addition to the Kameruka estate and golf course Lucas-Tooth built
THE SWIFTS mansion in Darling Point Sydney which was listed in the
NSW State Heritage Register (April 1999).
The Golf Course also has clear and ongoing connections with the tragedy
of World War 1. The construction was commenced in 1914 and was
completed in April 1915 coinciding with the outbreak of World War in
August 1914. The tragedy of the war befell not only the local families
of those men who never returned, but strikingly also its owners the
Tooth brewing family. Of his 3 sons Lucas-Tooth lost the first in
September 1914 the second in October 1914 and the third In
September 1918. All the holes on the golf course are named after
battlefields of World War 1. There are Honour Boards on the
Kameruka Estate commemorating those who served.
The Golf Course has clear and ongoing connections with the heritage of
the Kameruka Estate and the groups of local and NSW persons attached
to the Candelo-Kameruka Golf Club, all of whom were of importance in
the cultural or natural history of the local area.
The land of the 2nd hole was used in 1885 to host a cricket match
between the touring English XI and a local XX11
The golf course (along with the now demolished Hostel and
Bungalow) within the Estate have the potential to yield new or further
substantial scientific and/or archaeological information.
Comparisons*

The Kameruka golf course and its linkage to the Kameruka private
village, associates both elements to a now defunct custom, that is a
custom based on village and cooperative living, and on self-sufficiency.
The Kameruka ‘village’ still retains many remnants of the original,
which include the Social Hall, the Church, the clearly defined roads and
lanes which provide access to the course, and the remnant Wolumla
and Niagra cheese factories. In essence the Kameruka village and golf
course exemplify a significant and rare human activity, within NSW.
Finally, although the Kameruka Estate has lost its characteristics as a
‘private village’, the Kameruka golf course adjacent the Estate has
retained its characteristics as a golf course open to the local residents
and others. The golf course has not operated since the last C20th, but
the original course layout and archaeology of the place remains, and the
reconstruction of the place could quite feasibly be achieved.
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C. Description
6. Item or place
Description*

The Kameruka Golf Course still clearly shows the archaeological
and structural evidence of the unique nine-hole construction and
its associated elements as depicted in the as-built map of 1915.
The on-going maintenance and use of the course by the Candelo
and Kameruka residents, for almost 80 years after 1932, was a
remarkable achievement, and ‘… maintained or showed the
continuity of a historical process or activity’. From the attached
aerial photograph the features of the course remain and can be
clearly identified. Thus in an archaeological and historical sense,
the course and its associations are of singular significance and …
maintains or shows the continuity of a historical process or activity.

Condition of fabric and/archaeological
potential*

Physical condition and/or Archaeological potential: Generally good
Date condition updated: October 2021
Modifications to clubhouse and dates: 1930s to late 1980s
Current use: Former Golf Course, currently not in use.

Integrity or intactness*

The Course is primarily significant as the oldest golf course layout in
Australia in its original design form, as well as being the only intact NSW
and Australian example of the ‘Penal School' of golf course design.

Modification dates, if known

There has been no modifications to the original 1914 layout of the course.
Modifications to the clubhouse and dates: from the 1930s to the late 1980s

When was the last time you inspected
the item or place?

October 2021

Current use, if known

Pastoral use

Original or former use

Cricket oval late 1800s, then golf course 1914 to 1905

Additional comments

The Golf Course Architect and President of the Australian Society of
Golf Course Architects Harley Kruse has observed that:
'... Many hundreds of miles away Kameruka golf course has been
untouched and locked away in place and time. Right up until the course
finally closed in the late C20th there had always been a resistance to tinker
with or change Banks original work. To find an intact original 100-year-old
layout is extremely rare in Australia, let alone elsewhere in the world.
Perhaps the local golfers too, not spoilt for golfing choice, had
essentially accepted the Kameruka course for what it was. They have
remained respectful of Bank’s work and Tooths' vision'.
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D. Historical outline
7. Origins and historical evolution
Years of construction*

Start

End

Designer or architect*

The golf course architects were the world-famous Scottish golf architect Laurie Auchterlonie
modified to site conditions by the English golfing professional Ernest Banks.

Maker or builder*

Ernest Banks utilising the workers of the Kameruka Estate,
,

1913

1930s

Historical outline of item Kameruka is an Aboriginal word meaning ‘… wait until I return’. In the late C19th Robert
or place*
Lucas Lucas-Tooth, seeking to develop Kameruka on the model of a grand English country
estate … had a golf course hotel and bungalow along withd a cricket oval built for the
enjoyment of visitors, family and friends. The Kameruka Estate passed out of the Tooth
Family in 2007 when a new owner was found for the property.
Giles Pritchard-Gordon purchased Kameruka in its entirety taking on numerous enterprises
including a Merino flock as well as adding a Black Angus beef herd. Giles opened a new
chapter for the estate, taking the property into the C21st with a major staged-development
program. Giles sadly passed away in 2011 and the estate passed into the hands of his wife
Lou Pritchard-Gordon and their four daughters who continued to run it from England,
visiting the beautiful and historic Kameruka as often as possible. In 2019 the Moffitt family
of dairy farmers purchased the Kameruka property.

8. Historical themes represented
Select one or more of the national and state heritage themes represented by the nominated
item or place. Themes indicate the broad historical context in which the nominated item or place
is significant.
See the guidelines Historical Themes and Investigating Heritage Significance (draft guideline
being finalised in 2021) for a more detailed description of each theme.
National themes
(select one or more of
themes 1 to 9)

State themes
(within national themes
1 to 3)

State themes
(within national themes
4 to 9)

3 Developing local regional + national economies: EVENTS
4 Buildings settlements, towns and cities: VILLAGES
8 Developing Australia's cultural life: CREATIVE ENDEAVOUR
8 Developing Australia's cultural life: SPORT

3 EVENTS: Activities and Processes that mark the consequences of cultural
occurrences: Celebration

4 VILLAGES: Activities associated with creating. planning in villages
8 CREATIVE ENDEAVOUR: Activities associated with a particular place to
which there has been a particular creative, stylistic or design.
8 LEISURE: Activities associated with recreation and relaxation
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E. Criteria
9. Assessment under Heritage Council criteria of state significance
A.

It is important in the course or pattern of the cultural or natural history of NSW*.

The Kameruka Golf Course, as a ‘heritage place’, has clear historical connections with the Kameruka Estate and
its ‘village buildings’. This connection is significant in its own right, and the course is primarily significant as the
oldest golf course layout in Australia in its original design form, as well as being the only intact Australian example
of the ‘Penal School' of golf course design. The course is profoundly associated with the 1884-1985 cricket oval,
which later became the Kameruka Golf Course; the tragic beginnings of WW1; and the on-going maintenance and
attendance of the course by the Candelo / Kameruka residents.
B.

It has a strong or special association with the life or works of a person or group of importance in the cultural
or natural history of NSW*.

The Kameruka Golf Course has strong and special associations with the life and times of Peter Imlay; the Tooth
family, especially Sir Robert Lucas Lucas-Tooth; the golf aficionados Laurie Auchterlonie and Ernest Banks; the
managers and workers of the Kameruka Estate, and in the latter part of the C20th the groups of local persons
attached to the Candelo-Kameruka Golf Club, all of whom were of importance in the cultural or natural history of
the local area. The Kameruka golf course shows evidence of a significant human occupation, and / or is
associated with significant events, persons, and groups of persons.
C.

It demonstrates aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical achievement in NSW*.

What is striking about the Kameruka course is its old school 'penal style' of course architecture, which employs
hazards which must be carried with no alternate safe route the green. That the Kameruka course was built in
complete isolation from other Australian golf courses with an English golf professional using his British
contemporary ideas of course design now called Penal architecture) and hands on construction supervision to build
a unique course
Kameruka represents the only remaining specimen of this branch of golf course architecture in Australia
D.

It has a strong or special association with community or cultural group in NSW for social, cultural or spiritual
root inreasons*.
this one isolated community.
The Kameruka course is important for its associations with the occupants of the Kameruka Estate; the residents of
the nearby Candelo township; the local golf organisations, particularly the historical Candelo-Kameruka Golf Club;
and the many Australian golf specialists, players, historians, architects and afficionados who have been interested
in the reconstruction of the Golf Course. The Golf Course has always been important to this community’s sense of
place. Its ongoing place in remembering the tragedy of World War 1 and the local lives lost is immense
E.

It has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the cultural or natural history of
NSW*.

The Kameruka course and the now demolished, but related course Estate buildings, have the potential to yield
new or further substantial scientific and/or archaeological information. The Golf Course is an important
benchmark or reference site of early C20th golf courses, as it is the only such course design in Australia, which
has retained its original configuration and its original archaeology.

F.

It possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of the cultural or natural history of NSW*.

The Kameruka course and its linkage to the Kameruka private village, associates both elements to a now
defunct custom, that is a custom based on village and cooperative living, and on self-sufficiency. The Kameruka
‘village’ still retains many remnants of the original, which include the Social Hall, the Church, the clearly defined
roads and lanes which provide access to the Course, and the remnant Wolumla and Niagra cheese factories.
Some ‘private villages’ of the C19th still remain within the State, but villages such as Bodalla, for instance, have
now succumbed to reconstruction due to highways and commercial interests. Not so the Kameruka 'village'.
G.

It demonstrates the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or natural places or environments in NSW*.

These criteria are deemed to be relevant in NSW, since although the Kameruka Estate has lost its
characteristics as a ‘private village’, the Kameruka golf course adjacent the estate has retained its characteristics
as
a golf course open to the local residents and others. The golf course has not operated since late in C20th, but
the archaeology of the place remains; and the reconstruction of the place could quite feasibly be achieved. It
retains its characteristics as a golf course open to the local residents and others and it can therefore be
understood as demonstrating the principal characteristics of a unique class of the area's cultural places.
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F. Listings
10. Existing heritage listings
Check one box for each of the following listings. You may need to contact the local council or
relevant organisation to confirm the item’s listing status.
☐x Listed

☐ Not Listed

Local environmental plan (LEP) - heritage item

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

LEP - heritage conservation area

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Draft LEP - Draft heritage item

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Draft LEP - Draft heritage conservation area

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

State Heritage Register (search the online heritage database)

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

National Trust register

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Aboriginal heritage information management system

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Australian Institute of Architects Register of 20th Century Architecture

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

National shipwreck database

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Engineers Australia list

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

National Heritage List

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Commonwealth Heritage List

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

Register of the National Estate

☐ Listed

☐ Not Listed

NSW government agency section 170 heritage and conservation register

Other listings (if
applicable)
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G. Images
11. Image 1 - Principal image of the item or place
Please provide low resolution images to assist our understanding of the place. At least one
image must be provided.

Please note that the nominator and author may be contacted by the reviewing officer and
asked to provide details regarding the source of images supplied in this form. The reviewing
officer may request the details of the image copyright holder in order to obtain their
permission for the images to be used in the promotion and documentation of the nominated
item.

Image subject*
This may include the nominated item
from a specific angle, or a related event,
person or site.
Date of image*

‘KAMERUKA NEW SOUTH WALES’, POSTCARD SHOWING THE OPENING
KAMERUKA GOLF COURSE HOLE NO. 1, HITTING ACROSS THE CANDELO
CREEK. POSTCARD NOT DATED.

c 1930 postcard

This may be an approximate date or
year if the actual date is not known.
Photographer, artist or creator if known

not known

Copyright holder, if known

not known
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H. Additional images
Additional images may include historical or current photographs, images of artworks, maps, etc.

12. Image 2

Image subject
Date of image

SIR ROBERT LUCAS-TOOTH, WHO DEVELOPED THE KAMERUKA ESTATE AND THE GOLF
COURSE AS WE KNOW IT NOW and LADY LUCAS-TOOTH IN THE ESTATE GARDEN,
c, 1908. NLA collection.

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

Not Known

Copyright holder, if
known

NLA collection

13. Image 3

Image subject
Date of image

PLAN OF THE ORIGINAL 1901-1931 SANDRINGHAM COURSE IN MELBOURNE SHOWING THE
'PENAL SCHOOL' OF GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTURE AS THE KAMERUKA GOLF COURSE.
c. 1931

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

not known

Copyright holder, if
known

Harley Kruse
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14. Image 4

Image subject

PHOTOGRAPH, NOT DATED, OF SHEEP GRAZING ON HOLE NUMBER FOUR, KNOWN AS
‘SHRAPNEL GULLY’, WITH CROSS BUNKERING IN THE FOREGROUND.

Date of image

c. 1931

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

SOURCE: HARLEY KRUSE, KAMERUKA GOLF, 2021.

Copyright holder, if
known

HARLEY KRUSE

15. Image 5

Image subject
Date of image

HOLE 4 SHRAPNEL GULLY AS IT APPEARED IN 2020. DESPITE BEING CLOSED SOME TIME
AGO, ALL GOLF FEATURES ARE STILL EASILY DISTINGUISHABLE.
SOURCE: HARLEY KRUSE, KAMERUKA GOLF, 2021.

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

HARLEY KRUSE

Copyright holder, if
known

HARLEY KRUSE
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16. Image 6

Image subject
Date of image

1957 MAP OF THE GOLF COURSE AND THE KAMERUKA ESTATE (ABOVE), SHOWING THE
PROXIMITY OF THE TWO SITES, AND THE AVENUE CONNECTION BETWEEN.
1957

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

SOURCE: NSW HISTORICAL IMAGERY

Copyright holder, if
known

NSW HISTORICAL IMAGERY

17. Image 7

Image subject
Date of image

1989 MAP OF THE GOLF COURSE AND THE KAMERUKA ESTATE, SHOWING THE
PROXIMITY OF THE TWO HISTORICAL SITES, AND THE AVENUE CONNECTION BETWEEN.
1989

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

SOURCE: NSW HISTORICAL IMAGERY

Copyright holder, if
known

SOURCE: NSW HISTORICAL IMAGERY
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18. Image 8

Image subject

2020 + 2021 PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SIX-SIDED KIOSK FOR SERVING REFRESHMENTS + A
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE OVERLAY OF THE AUCHTERLOMIE MAP AND THE GOLF HOLES.

Date of image

2020 + 2021

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

SOURCE: HARLEY KRUSE, KAMERUKA GOLF, 2021.

Copyright holder, if
known

HARLEY KRUSE

19. Image 9

Image subject

KAMERUKA HIGH STREET, C. 1920 + THE ESTATE MANAGER HENRY WREN [1817-1898]. .

Date of image

C 1920 + LATE 1800

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

SOURCE: NLA COLLECTION.

Copyright holder, if
known

NLA COLLECTION
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20. Image 10

Image subject

c. 1917 plan of the Kameruka Golf Course

Date of image

c.1917 published in GOLF AUSTRALIA March 2021

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

not known ... plan provided by Adrian Logue

Copyright holder, if
known

Adrian Logue

21. Image 11

Image subject

THE SITE OF THE FIRST GREEN LOOKING BACK TOWARDS CANDELO CREEK

Date of image

MARCH 2021

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

ADRIAN LOGUE

Copyright holder, if
known

ADRIAN LOGUE
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22. Image 12

Image subject

AN AERIAL VIEW OF THE 4th HOLE REVEALING A GREEN SURROUNDED BY BUNKERS

Date of image

MARCH 2021

Photographer, artist or
creator if known

ADRIAN LOGUE

Copyright holder, if
known

ADRIAN LOGUE
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I.

Nominator

23. Details of the nominator
Name*

PAUL CARTER

Organisation*

THE SOCIETY OF THE KAMERUKA GOLFERS

Position
Contact phone number*

0414 824 867

Address

MELBOURNE VICTORIA

Email

pcarter@hcla.com.au

24. Reasons for nomination
Background or reasons for nomination

The golf course is unique in its design – being the only known complete golf course in its original Penal Architecture
design
The golf course is unique in it is the oldest golf course in Australia in its original layout having been built in 1915
The golf course being built at the time of the outbreak of World War 1 and opened at the time of the Gallipoli landings
was born at a time of great tragedy which was personal to the owner who lost all of his 3 sons during war and also to
the many local families who lost loved ones during the conflict. The overbearing impact of these tragedies is reflected
the names of holes on the golf course reflecting World War1 battlefields
Disturbingly the current owner refuses to recognise the heritage significance of the golf course. His plans are to remake
it as part of a land subdivision. The owner intends to turn into a bush golf course.
The owner refuses to accept that a complete restoration of the course as offered by our Society at no cost to him would
be economic.
The owner wants to do the land development his way and ignore the amazing heritage significance of the golf course

25. Nominator signature
Typed name is acceptable if an electronic signature is not available.
Name*

PAUL CARTER

Date*

09 NOVEMBER 2021
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J. Author
Is the nominator also the author?

☐ Yes ☐ No

If the nominator is also the author of this form, you do not need to complete this section.

26. Primary author of this form
Name*

PETER FREEMAN OAM

Organisation

PETER FREEMAN CONSERVATION ARCHITECTS + PLANNERS

Position

PRINCIPAL

Contact phone number*

0407 265 920

Email*

mail@peterfreeman.com.au

Address

12 THOMAS ST MORUYA NSW 2537

Date completed*

09 NOVEMBER 2021

27. Author signature
Typed name is acceptable if an electronic signature is not available.
Name*

Date*

PETER FREEMAN

09/11/21
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K. References
28. References used
Author*

Title*

Publisher*

Repository/location*

Year
published*
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L. Checklist
Before submitting this form, check that you have:
☐

completed all required sections

☐

explained why the item or place is of state significance in the statement of heritage significance

☐

explained how one or more of the criterion has been fulfilled for listing

☐

inserted and/or attached photographs, maps and other images in digital format

☐

acknowledged all sources and references that have been used

☐

Included the nominator’s signature (typed name is acceptable if electronic signature is not available)

☐

signed and dated this form (typed name is acceptable if electronic signature is not available)

The completed form and related supporting documentation should be emailed to:
heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au
If you are unable to submit via email, please post your completed form and documentation to:
Heritage NSW, Community Engagement
Department of Premier and Cabinet
Locked Bag 5020, Parramatta NSW 2124

What happens next?
Your assistance in helping to protect this State’s heritage is greatly appreciated and you will be
contacted if the reviewing officer has any questions. Please note that lodging a nomination form
does not signify that a nomination is accepted and under assessment.

Further information
If you wish to clarify any of the requirements of a nomination, please call us on 02 9873 8500.
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